
Part # HWK025 
2014 and newer 111 c.cu.Indian  

Parade Flag Holder (PF1000) or Quick Detach QD1000)  
Rack Receiver Mounting Kit  

 
 

1. Starting on the left side, remove the two muffler mounting bolts (photo 1A).  Locate the supplied 
left receiver bracket (marked with an “L” on the back side). Using two each of the supplied bolts 
with lock washer and washer install the left side bracket and make the bolts finger tight only at 
this time. 

 
2.  Remove the two right side muffler mounting bolts (photo1B). If the motorcycle is equipped with a 

radio antenna remove the antenna from its bracket as follows. Pull back the rubber boot at the 
rear of the antenna base, remove the 8mm nut and washers then remove the bracket from the 
antenna. 

 
3. Install the right receiver bracket using the remaining supplied bolts with lock washers and 

washers and again make only finger tight at this time. 
 

4. Reinstall the antenna if removed earlier onto new bracket as shown in photo 2. Note that the 
large washer goes on followed by the small washer then the nut (2A). 

 
5. Using your Flag Holder or Quick Detach Rack assembly - which should also be assembled 

loosely (the bolts which secure the rods should not be tightened yet 3A). Spread a thin coat of 
light grease over the last 3” of the rods and inside the receiver tubes. Insert the rods into the 
receiver tubes. Tighten the left and right receiver bracket mounting bolts (1A & 1B) securely (10-
12 ft lbs.), then tighten the four bolts (3A) which secure the pins to the Flag Holder or Quick 
Detach Rack securely. 

 
6. Check to see that the Flag Holder Assembly slides in and out of the receiver brackets smoothly. If 

it does not, you may need to loosen the bolts, realign the brackets and rods, and then retighten. It 
may also help to insert the flag holder in one of the tubes at a time as shown in photo(4) then 
grasp the Flag Holder or the Rack firmly and twist or flex it slightly side to side to gain the proper 
alignment. This step may be necessary due to variances in manufacturing tolerances from one 
motorcycle to another and that the fender/saddlebag supports brackets are not high precision 
parts. 

 
7. Insert the locking pins supplied with the Flag Holder or Quick Detach Rack through the holes in 

the receiver brackets and rods, and lock the pins. Reinstall the saddlebags. 
 
IMPORTANT: When using the Quick Detach Rack, do not exceed the 35 lb. weight limit of the rack and 
be sure all tail lights and turn signals are visible when the rack is loaded. We offer an additional tail/brake 
and turn light set that mounts to the back of the rack (RIVCO pt# CRLGHT) for added safety and when 
the tail lights may be obstructed by cargo on the rack. When using RIVCO’s Parade Flag Holder 
accessory with these brackets, refer to the 25 M.P.H. maximum speed recommended when riding with a 
flag displayed. 

 

 
 

RIVCO Products, Inc., 440 South Pine Street, Burlington, WI  53105 
262-763-8222, rivcoproducts.com 

To register your warranty and see many other bagger and cruiser accessories,  
please visit our website. 



 



 


